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Preface
My main research area is time series analysis and forecasting. I have written a book, Time Series Analysis –
Univariate and Multivariate Methods. Since the first edition was published in 1990 and the second edition in
2006, the book has been used by many researchers and universities worldwide, and I have received many
encouraging letters and emails from researchers, instructors, and students about the usefulness of the book in
their research and studies. It has been translated into several languages including Chinese, Spanish, and
Portuguese. With the development of computers and the internet, we have data explosion, and many new
theories and methods have been developed in high dimensional time series analysis. Many publishers have
contacted me for a new edition. Because of the development of so much new material, it would be
impractical to include them all in a new edition of the book. Therefore, I decided to write a new book and
call it Multivariate Time Series Analysis and Applications. Due to the enthusiasm of multiple publishing
editors, I had a difficult time deciding which publisher to choose. After consulting with Dr. Sarkar, our
department chair, I decided to choose Wiley. After four stages of rigorous reviews, the Wiley directors
unanimously approved the publication of this book.
Many research studies involve multivariate time series. For example, a study of monthly cancer rates in the
United States during the past ten years can involve fifty or many hundred or thousand time series depending
on whether we investigate the cancer rates for states, cities or counties, and a study of the quarterly sales
performance of one company’s different branches in the country or the world from 2010 to 2018 may
involve many hundreds or thousands of time series depending on the number of products and the number of
branches within the company. Multivariate time series analysis methods are needed to properly analyze the
data in these studies which are different from standard statistical theory and methods based on random
samples that assume independence. Dependence is the fundamental nature of time series. The use of highly
correlated high dimensional time series data introduces many complications and challenges. The methods
and theory to solve these issues will make up the contents of this book. After introducing the fundamental
concepts and reviewing the standard vector time series models, we will explore many important issues,
including multivariate time series regression, dimension reduction and model simplification, multivariate
GARCH models, repeated measurement phenomenon, space-time series modeling, multivariate spectral
analysis for both stationary and nonstationary vector time series, and the high dimension problem in
multivariate time series analysis.
In this book, I follow the same fundamental themes of my research with a balanced emphasis on both theory
and applications. Methodologies are introduced with proper theoretical justifications and illustrated with
simulated and empirical data sets. It should be pointed out that this book is designed for a research-oriented
second time series analysis course and therefore standard exercises normally found in the first course will
not be provided. Instead, research-oriented projects will be suggested.
I am grateful to the Department of Statistical Science, Fox School of Business, and Temple University for
granting me a sabbatical research leave to finish this book. Fox School is celebrating its 100-year
anniversary in 2018, and this book is my way of joining in its centennial celebration. I am also grateful to
my wife, Susanna, a professor at Saint Joseph’s University, sons and daughter, Stephen, Stanley, and
Jessica, who are all married physicians, for their help in proofreading my manuscripts even as they are so
busy with their own careers and families. My very sincere thanks go to Zeda Li, Andrew Gehman, Nandi
Shinjini, and Kaijun Wang, who are either my Ph.D. dissertation students, research/teaching assistants, or
both, and Kevin Liu who was one of our excellent master students in the department, for their outstandng
assistance in collecting data sets and developing software programs used in the book. Finally, I would like to
thank Ms. Alison Oliver, Publications Manager, and Ms. Jemima Kingsly, Project Editor, John Wiley &
Sons, who have been invaluable in completing this important book project.
William W. S. Wei
March 2018
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
Since the publication of the first edition, this book has been used by many researchers and
universities worldwide. I am very grateful for the numerous encouraging letters and comments
that I have received from researchers, instructors, and students. Although the original chapters in
the book still form the necessary foundation for time series analysis, many new theories and
methods have been developed during the past decade, and the time has come to incorporate these
new developments into a more comprehensive view of the field. In the process of updating this
book, I also took the opportunity to clarify certain concepts and correct previous errors.
In time series analysis, we often encounter nonstationary time series, and a formal testing
procedure for a unit root has now become the standard routine in time series modeling. To address
this procedure, Chapter 9 on unit root tests for both nonseasonal and seasonal models has been
added.
Regression analysis is the most commonly used statistical method, and time series data are
widely used in regression modeling, particularly in business and economic research. The standard
assumptions of uncorrelated errors and constant variance are often violated when time series
variables are used in the model. In a separate new chapter, Chapter 15, I discuss the use of time
series variables in regression analysis. In particular, this chapter introduces models with

autocorrelated errors and ARCH/GARCH models for heteroscedasticity that are useful in many
economic and financial studies.
Although the basic procedures of model building between univariate time series and vector
time series are the same, there are some important phenomena unique to vector time series. After
an introduction to various vector time series models in Chapter 16, I go on to cover cointegration,
partial processes, and equivalent representations of a vector time series model in the new Chapter
17. They are useful in understanding and analyzing relationships of time series variables.
Many time series exhibit characteristics that cannot be described by linear models.
Therefore, I have included Chapter 19 on long memory processes and nonlinear time series models
that are useful in describing these long memory and nonlinear phenomena.
To aid understanding, I have also added supplements, Appendix 16A on multivariate linear
regression models and Appendix 18A on canonical correlations. In the chapter on aggregation, I
include some new results on the effects of aggregation on testing for linearity, normality, and unit
roots.
In this revision, I follow the fundamental theme of the first edition and balance the emphasis
between both theory and applications. Methodologies are introduced with proper theoretical
justifications and illustrated with empirical data sets that may be down loaded from the web site:
http://www.sbm.temple.edu/~wwei/. As with the first edition, exercise problems are included at
the end of each chapter to enhance the reader’s understanding of the subject. The book should be
useful for graduate and advanced undergraduate students who have proper backgrounds and are
interested in learning the subject. It should also be helpful as a reference for researchers who
encounter time series data in their studies.
As indicated in the first edition, the book was developed from a one-year course given in
the Department of Statistics at Temple University. Topics of univariate time series analysis from
Chapters 1 through 13 were covered during the first semester, and the remaining chapters related
to multivariate time series plus supplemental journal articles were discussed in the second
semester. With the proper selection of topics, the book can be used for a variety of one- or twosemester courses in time series analysis, model building, and forecasting.
I wish to thank Dr. Olcay Akman of the College of Charleston, Dr. Mukhtar Ali of the
University of Kentucky, Dr. H.K. Hsieh of the University of Massachusetts, Dr. Robert Miller of
the University of Wisconsin, Dr. Mohsen Pourahamadi of Northern Illinois University, Dr. David
Quigg of Bradley University, and Dr. Tom Short of Indiana University of Pennsylvania for their
numerous suggestions and comments that have improved this revision. I am grateful to Ceylan
Yozgatligil for her help in preparing some of the updated figures and tables. Finally, I would like
to thank Ms. Deirdre Lynch, Senior Editor of Statistics, Addison Wesley for her continuing interest
and assistance with this project as well as Ms. Kathleen Manley, Mr. Jim McLaughlin, and the
staff at Progressive Publishing Alternatives who provide wonderful assistance in the production of
the book.
William W. S. Wei
Department of Statistics
The Fox School of Business and Management
Temple University
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

April 2005
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The book was translated into Chinese by Professor Danhui Yi and a group of faculty members of
the School of Statistics at Renmin University of China (People's University of China) in Beijing,
China, and published by People's University Press of China in April 2009.
https://book.douban.com/subject/3704339/

The book was also translated into traditional Chinese in Taiwan and published by Best-Wise
Publishing Co., LTD, Taipei, Taiwan, in January 2012.
http://www.bestwise.com.tw/book.aspx?bco=52WAS01801
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